At present, the "testing community" is on good speaking terms, but typically lacks a common language for expressing some computational ideas, even in cases where such a language would be both useful and plausible. In particular, a large body of testing systems define a testing problem in the language of the system under test, extended with operations for choosing inputs, asserting properties, and constraining the domain of executions considered. While the underlying algorithms used for "testing" include symbolic execution, explicit-state model checking, machine learning, and "old fashioned" random testing, there seems to be a common core of expressive need. We propose that the dynamic analysis community could benefit from working with some common syntactic (and to some extent semantic) mechanisms for expressing a body of testing problems. Such a shared language would have immediate practical uses and make cross-tool comparisons and research into identifying appropriate tools for different testing activities easier. We also suspect that considering the more abstract testing problem arising from this minimalist common ground could serve as a basis for thinking about the design of usable embedded domain-specific languages for testing and might help identify computational patterns that have escaped the notice of the community.
INTRODUCTION
shows 6 code fragments, covering four languages, six tools/libraries, and six different algorithms or programs. Figure 1a shows part of the Java code for a test harness that can perform either random testing [22] or reinforcementlearning based testing [15] using adaptation-based programming [5] . Figure 1b shows a portion of a PROMELA [23] model checking harness enabling the SPIN model checker to call C code for a file system used in a NASA mission [19] , usable for either random testing or model checking. Figure 1c shows code for symbolic verification [32] of a binary tree class using NASA's open source Java Pathfinder model checker [2] . Figure 1d shows an example from the reference manual for the CBMC bounded model checker for C programs [25] . Figure 1e shows an example taken from the tutorial for the KLEE symbolic execution system [6] , testing a regular expression library [3] . Finally, Figure 1f shows Haskell code using the QuickCheck testing library [7] , taken from haskell.org's introduction to QuickCheck [1] .
The differences between these examples are significant, but at a high level all of these fragments define (and the figure highlights):
• a choice
• a (possibly implicit) set of properties to be checked over the executions resulting from those inputs,
• and a set of (possibly empty) constraints over the inputs or executions to be generated.
In other words, these examples are all, essentially, test harnesses. Moreover, they are (with one partial exception) test harnesses that are largely written in the language of the software under test (SUT). The first and last examples (Figures 1a and 1f ) are simply programs in the host language, using a library for testing; the other four examples all require special tools and/or compilation. This paper proposes the following: the differences between these examples are more accidental than essential; in particular, the information contained in these code fragments is largely independent of the test generation (or verification) algorithm to be used. Therefore, a common method for expressing this kind of problem -testing or verification via nondeterministic choice -should be agreed upon by the testing community, and to the degree possible, used in all tools that accept the kind of "embedded" test/verification specification shown here, where the input is (almost) a program in the language of the System Under Test (SUT). 
Test Generation vs. Test Programming
The abstract commonality we believe to be present in the six examples in Figure 1 does not, of course, cover all interesting testing problems well. It is reasonable to distinguish between test generation in general, which considers test cases as "inputs to a program" and the style above, which we would like to call "test programming." In automated test generation algorithms, it is natural to think of two inputs to a testing tool: a program to run and a definition of possible inputs to send that program, from which the tool will select test cases. The input definition will often be "baked into" the generation system, for complex realworld testing systems. As an example, the Csmith compiler testing system [33] is a standalone tool that takes as input parameters a set of configuration options determining which C language features to use, and a random seed, and outputs a C program. This is test generation, but does not map well into the choose/assert/assume framework considered in this paper. Grammar-based testing in general has a different flavor than API-based testing. We therefore consider test programming as the subset of test generation problems that are based on a framework that resembles a kind of generalized unit test, or "test harness" as it is often referred to in the literature:
while (!done) { operation = choose(); input = choose(); assume(precondition); operation(input); assert(postcondition); } In fact, this generic harness is quite close to the actual structure of a large number of API-call based testing systems in explicit-state model checking and random testing, including the vast array of container-class testing frameworks [30] . Bounded exhaustive testing and other approaches also fit this framework. Symbolic execution based systems often feature shorter, fixed-length sequences of API calls (or fix the operation choice, but not the inputs [18] ), due to the high cost of constraint solving for long sequences of calls. The term "test programming" arises from the fact that the test generation here is, at least in concept, a side effect of running the generalized unit test program. Moreover, many examples, particularly for random testing and model checking, add a large amount of hand-coded test manipulation, feedback [29, 17] , etc. to the harness, making it much more of a "program" (albeit with choose/assert/assume) than simply a stylized way of writing a grammar for API calls mixed with a specification.
THE SIMPLE, PRACTICAL CASE FOR A COMMON LANGUAGE
In a sense, the most obvious reason to propose developing a common language for test programming problems is purely negative: there does not seem to be a compelling reason to have a number of different languages that greatly exceeds the number of programming languages targeted by tools. In fact, C and Java share a sufficiently similar semantics and syntax at this level of abstraction that we suspect they could also benefit from a unified representation. Figure 2 hypothesizes the re-creation of the C-language examples in Figure 1 in a common form, where the choices to be made, the restrictions on relevant executions, and the assertion of properties are all made in a common language. Ideally, any tool for C-language test programming could use this format as an input, perhaps (trivially, in most cases, we suspect) rewriting it in the form first shown. Furthermore, given such a language, it would be relatively easy for all the tools shown to produce outputs in a common format, such that compiling the programs with a single tool for test execution could run a test case defined by any of these systems, with the choice operator always reading in the next value stored in a file. At present, moving from a "test case" in some of these tools (e.g. CBMC) to something executable in a debugger is actually difficult, despite being conceptually trivial.
Having to learn multiple embedded languages when one would suffice needlessly complicates the use of testing and verification tools and makes it more difficult to convince users outside the research community to use our tools. From the viewpoint of a non-expert, many of these tools provide the same functionality. Unfortunately, the effort required to learn one tool does not always pay off when using another, very similar tool. Maintaining an automated test suite becomes very difficult when multiple versions of "the same" test harness must exist to support a variety of tools, and there is no single-point-of-truth that can be modified when (for example) an assertion is modified due to a change in system requirements.
Moreover, the lack of a shared language makes cross-tool comparisons inside the research community more technically challenging, and more likely to be invalidated by subtle differences in supposedly "equivalent" harnesses. Such crosstool comparisons are increasingly important, as a common question from practitioners to the dynamic analysis community is: "There is a multitude of tools, each requiring considerable effort to install, learn, and use. Which one will work best on my program?" Despite our best efforts, the answer we must give is often "We don't know; try several." Use of multiple languages not only makes it harder for practitioners to apply our advice, it makes it harder for the community to develop more sophisticated answers to the question.
Finally, lack of a common language forces every testing tool creator to invent and name these operations, which may result in somewhat ad hoc and confusing results. For example, students learning model checking often fail to understand that Verify.random in JPF (Figure 1c ) tells the model checker to explore all possibilities, rather than working "just like" a random number generator. Abstracting to the notion of choice makes it somewhat clearer that both random generation and true nondeterminism with backtracking are "ways of choosing." Having different syntactic expressions for conceptually similar things in a single language makes appropriate generalization difficult: for different programming languages, it is reasonable for the expression of choice, assumption, and assertion to match the idiomatic forms of the "host language", but having different expressions for the same concept for a single host language (e.g., C in our example) needlessly multiplies entities.
OBSTACLES TO THE COMMON LAN-GUAGE
The chief obstacle to a common language lies in the definition of nondeterministic choice. Implementing assert and assume is usually non-problematic, though defining a general semantics for assume offers several possibilities, none completely satisfactory. For test execution, however, we can simply assume that tools produce inputs that guarantee that assume can be omitted without changing the program semantics, since otherwise the tool has violated the semantics of assume. During test generation (choice-making), a symbolic execution based method typically uses assumes as additional constraints, and explicit-state methods can provide similar functionality (at a higher price) by defining assume in the manner of Java Pathfinder's ignoreIf [21] , which simply terminates the current trace if the assumption is violated, without reporting a failure 1 . In a language such as C, however, implementing choose such that an off-the-shelf C compiler can, using a proper library definition, compile examples such as these seems very difficult. One problem, relatively easy to handle, is that choose is essentially polymorphic. While defining different choose operations for primitive types is not overly onerous, the C (and Java) type systems are not ideal for composing such basic choice operations to handle complex types such as arrays, structures or objects.
Perhaps more importantly, it is with choose that the "identity of problem" between the test case generation problems begins to break down. In symbolic testing or model checking, the range of choice can often simply include all legal values for the type of the choice expression, with assume used to enforce preconditions on inputs. In random testing and explicit-state model checking, however, such "wide" nondeterministic choices do not work well. In random testing, the probability of matching two nondeterministic values becomes extremely low, often making tests ineffective (e.g., if such random items are added to containers, they will be almost impossible to select again for finding or removing). In explicit-state model checking, introducing a branching factor based on the number of legal values of even a "small" type such as a short makes breadth-first search impossible and turns depth-first search into a sampling algorithm rather than a complete search, even if most choices quickly terminate due to a violated assumption. In the example, we provide a range to choose in the SPIN example to show this mismatch. There is no simple, obvious solution to this problem -the non-symbolic methods need more information to restrict explicit search spaces, and the symbolic approaches take full advantage of the flexibility of minimal, assumption-based pruning. One possibility is to always use assumption-style constraints, but define the common language to allow "choice hints" that only apply when using explicit-state methods: x = choose(1,20) in C might indicate a choice where model checking and random testing can 2 . Since ranges are sometimes rooted in actual program specification (where these are the only valid values) or useful for focusing on simple counterexamples [20] , it might be useful to have the option to enable such ranges in symbolic tools as well.
RELATED WORK
The problem of a generalized language for test specification is hardly novel. Indeed, the core concepts here date to the earliest work on program correctness, including that of Dijkstra [10] and its extensions [28] . The notion of a common, embedded notation suitable for verification/semantics definition but primarily aimed at testing is somewhat obvious, but to our knowledge has not previously been emphasized. In 2008, Groce and Joshi [19] pointed out that random testing [22] and many uses of explict-state model checking [8] could, at the highest level, for sufficiently large state spaces, be seen simply as different exploration strategies. BoogiePL [9] and other languages have been proposed as front ends to theorem provers, essentially supporting a choose/assert/assume semantics.
The specific problem of nondeterministic choice is also quite longstanding. From McCarthy's amb [26] and Floyd's choice [13] , to Dijkstra's guarded command language (again) [10] and Milner's work [27] , this wheel has been repeatedly invented [31] with slightly different purposes and semantics, often including a notion of program or execution correctness. The gap between these efforts and modern testing and verification tools is the essential point noted by this paper. It is likely that a testing-based approach to this problem will end up sharing results and needs with the continuing body of work on nondeterminism in general, but with a focus on test generation rather than (e.g.) concurrency and true (exhaustive) nondeterminism.
It has been observed that Haskell's QuickCheck [7] is a domain-specific language (DSL) for testing. A DSL offers notations and abstractions that are designed to work in a specific application domain [14] , here testing. The notion of internal domain specific languages (DSLs) or, as they are often called, domain-specific embedded languages (DSELs) [24] is long standing, but to our knowledge has not seriously been investigated in the context of testing and verification, despite the fact that the community has been using what amount to ad-hoc DSELs for quite some time now.
While this paper focuses on the problem of "test programming" and does not consider a language or notation for generalized test input definition, the work of Andrews et al. arguably provides a way to see "test programming" as a specialized case of test generation, by introducing a canonical form for such API tests [4] . As discussed above, an alternative to the approach suggested here ("test programming"), the approach taken by most current tools, is to define the general form of test cases to include API calls and methods. This is essentially what Randoop does [29] .
Our thoughts on testing DSELs were inspired by observing the nature of our own use of Adaptation Based Programming (ABP) as a DSEL for testing [15, 16] , and seeing the similarities in structure of random and learning-guided test harnesses to those used in explicit-state model checking.
CONCLUSION: TOWARDS A COMMON LANGUAGE
The key practical reasons for having a common language to express test programming in a uniform way across different programming languages were already discussed above. In our opinion the two overarching benefits are the following, both of which may increase adoption of our tools by practitioners as a secondary effect: 1. A common testing language facilitates the re-use of testing harnesses.
2. A common testing language provides a platform for research on testing that avoids an unnecessary balkanization of the research community.
What research is required to realize the vision of a common testing language? We believe that a principled first step is the design of a small core calculus, which we call the Testing Calculus (TC ), that encapsulates the generic semantics of the choose, assert, and assume operations. The formalization of this calculus should be, if possible, generic in the semantics of the object language (C, Java, Haskell, . . .), which is not quite the case with the classical efforts in nondeterminism. If that turns out to be impossible to achieve, we need to identify a clear "semantic interface" that allows the parameterization of the calculus by (semantic) idiosyncrasies of particular object languages. Ideally, the TC would also enable us to define many test generation algorithms cleanly in a language-agnostic form.
An important aspect of the design of the TC is the properties of its operations, specifically the interaction with the semantics of the object language. To this end, required and desired properties of choose, assert, and assume should be expressed in axioms, and these axioms used to guide the definition of the TC semantics. This semantics-directed approach to language design [11] has a number of advantages [12] . Specifically, it leads to more general language designs, which is of particular importance in the context of designing a common testing language for different object languages.
As a second step, after the TC semantics have been established, a concrete syntax has to be developed that can be customized to accommodate syntactic requirements of the different object languages as well as the semantic adjustments required by the potentially needed semantic interface.
The formalization of a common testing language through a testing calculus will help the research community to identify, and focus on, important questions. It will help to share and reuse results, and potentially enable cross-tool comparison or cooperation in verification efforts when actualized in realworld languages. The generic testing calculus will not only be a DSL for expressing test harnesses, it will also be DSL for the research community to exchange ideas and advance the field.
